Grape Sorter Scale

Best combination weighing technology

- High speed, High accuracy
- Simple Operation
- Data management
- Sanitary design

ISO 9001:2000
Features

High speed, High accuracy

Proprietary weighing technology
Even the body size is much smaller than standard multihed weigher, same software platform is implemented in Grape sorter to achieve accurate and speedy weighing solutions.

Simple Operation

High mobility, Easy setup
Grape Sorter Series is the lightest Sansui weigher. Just two operators can carry and place it. You can start operation just connecting power plug. No air supply is needed.

Intuitive operation order with bright LEDs
Bright color LEDs clearly indicate operation order for reducing human error.

Data management

Memory card
All production data and setting data can be stored on the memory card as easy handling data format on standard PC.

Sanitary design

No tools are required to remove scale pans
All scales pans can be removed without any tools.

Washable main body (IP66)
IP66 waterproof Main body allows hosedown washing. Flat scale top offers easy to wipe, prevent dust remains.

Principal of weighing

Only 3 steps

1. Placing products
   Placing the product on the vacant scale pans.

2. Combination calculation
   The closest combination to the target weight and target count is selected.

2. Pick and pack
   Operator picks products indicated by LED lamps, and pack them.
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